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Examining the AMO: A 
paleoclimate AMOC 
approach to abrupt climate 
change 	

Celeste Gambino	

AMO	
	
vs.	
	

AMOC	
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Thermohaline Circulation, Atlantic 
Meridional Overturning Circulation	

North Atlantic – 	
Salty enough to sink	

North Pacific – 	
Too fresh to sink	
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Warm water 
flows 

northward at 
surface	

Cold water 
returns 

southward at 
depth	

The net result is that the Northern Hemisphere 
steals heat from the Southern Hemisphere	

18°
C	

2°C	

Northward heat transport	

“Bipolar seesaw” response in models when the AMOC shuts off	
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Greenland ice core record	
Abrupt changes in temp and precip (years to decades)	

Bolling/	
Allerod	

Abrupt changes elsewhere	

North Pacific:	
Foram d18O records sea 
surface temperature.	
Correlated with 
Greenland.	

Greenland temp	

North Pacific temp	
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Abrupt changes elsewhere	

Cariaco Basin, 
Venezuela:	
Stronger trade winds 
cause more upwelling 
and productivity, leading 
to more deposition of 
white seashells and 
lighter colored sediment.	
Correlated with 
Greenland.	

Abrupt changes elsewhere	

Atmospheric methane:	
Likely driven by amount 
of tropical wetlands.	
Correlated with 
Greenland.	

Methane	

Greenland temp	
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Abrupt changes elsewhere	

Hulu Cave, China:	
Stalagmite d18O tracks 
strength of Asian 
monsoon.	
Correlated with 
Greenland.	

Abrupt changes elsewhere	

Botuvera Cave, Brazil:	
Stalagmite d18O tracks 
strength of South 
American monsoon.	
Anti-correlated with 
Greenland.	

Botuvera Cave	

Hulu Cave	
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Antarctic ice core record	

Antarctic temp is 
anti-correlated 
with Greenland 
temp over 
abrupt climate 
changes	
à The “bipolar 
seesaw”	

Younger Dryas bipolar seesaw 
paYern	
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Bipolar seesaw due to 
AMOC?	

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is a 
key agent of heat redistribution between the hemispheres…	

Why did the AMOC flip flop?	
Re-routing of continental drainage by fluctuating ice sheet 
margin…	
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Why did the AMOC flip flop?	
Perhaps AMOC can only stay “off” for so long. E.g., it has to export 
continual build-up of salt in the Atlantic due to uneven evaporation/
precipitation paYerns back to rest of oceans. 	
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Sverdrups; 1 Sv = 106 m3/s   (global river flow is about 1 Sv)	

Why did the AMOC flip flop?	
Flip-flopping might also reflect hysteresis of AMOC – tendency 
to tip between “on”/”off” states across a threshold.	

Strong circulation	

Weak circulation	

Salty North 
Atlantic	

Fresh North 
Atlantic	

AMOC conceptual 
hysteresis loop	
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Why did the AMOC flip flop?	
“Heinrich Events” - partial collapse of Laurentide Ice Sheet delivered 
armada of icebergs to North Atlantic – recorded by coarse layers of ice-
rafted debris on sea floor. Big injection of freshwater to North Atlantic…	

Heinrich layers are thickest 
near Hudson Strait (source), 
up to 0.5 meters. Then 
transported east with North 
Atlantic Current	

Greenland ice core record of last glacial cycle	

Younge
r Dryas	

Bolling/
Allerod	
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Long-term cooling 
with bundles of 
progressively 
smaller D/O 
events, 
culminating in a 
Heinrich event. 
Roughly every 
7,000 years.	
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{	Henry et al., 2016	

North Atlantic ocean 
circulation and abrupt 
climate change during 
the last glaciation 	
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Ñ  δ18O	

Ñ  SST	

Ñ  Pa/Th	

Ñ  δ13C	
	
Ñ  CaCO3	

Ñ  IRD	

Key Proxies!	

Pa/Th	
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Pa/Th	
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δ13C	

CaCO3	
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Ice Rafted Debris (IRD)	

What are any 
assumptions made for 
each of these proxies? 	
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Ñ  Why did this study choose MIS 3 to focus on? 	

Ñ  Why is the Bermuda Rise such an interesting 
region for this type of study? 	

SeYing the scene	
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What was the AMOC doing for each 
stadial and interstadial interval? What is 
the key evidence for this? 
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Ñ  Based on any ocean/atmosphere processes we’ve 
discussed so far this semester, why does northern 
hemispheric climate leading Antarctic climate 
make sense?	

Ñ  Does this paper suggest that northern hemispheric 
climate is forced or reinforced by AMOC variations? 	

Antarctic Lag	
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Thoughts?	
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{	Brown and Galbraith, 2016	

Hosed vs. unhosed: 
interruptions of the Atlantic 
Meridional Overturning 
Circulation in a global 
coupled model, with and 
without freshwater forcing 	

Ñ  What is a key assumption this study (and preYy 
much all “hosing” experiment studies) is based 
on? 	

Assumptions?	
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Ñ  “hosing” experiment?	

Ñ  Heinrich (H) Event 	

Ñ  Dansgaard-Oeschger (D/O) event 	

Definitions	

H Events	
“Heinrich Events” - partial collapse of Laurentide Ice Sheet delivered 
armada of icebergs to North Atlantic – recorded by coarse layers of 
ice-rafted debris on sea floor. Big injection of freshwater to North 
Atlantic	

Heinrich layers are thickest near Hudson Strait 
(source), up to 0.5 meters. Then transported east 
with North Atlantic Current	
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D/O Events	

D/O Events	

Long-term cooling with 
bundles of progressively 
smaller D/O events, 
culminating in a 
Heinrich event. Roughly 
every 7,000 years.	
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Ñ  What are the pros and cons of using a “moderately 
low resolution, but full-complexity” model? 	

The model	
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Ñ  Do you think the model’s unhosed situations are 

realistic or unrealistic?	

The model	
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If it’s not due to hosing, what 
might be causing an AMOC 
shift? 	
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Under both hosed and unhosed 
scenarios, what is the general 
trend for surface air 
temperatures, precipitation, and 
ocean biogeochemistry? 	
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Which do you think is more 
important overall for climate 
responses to AMOC disruptions: 
being hosed/unhosed or the 
background climate state? 	
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Thoughts and Synthesis	

“The fact that weakening of the 
AMOC always occurs in models 
under sufficient hosing implies that, 
even in a strong mode, the AMOC is 
vulnerable to freshwater forcing if it 
is large enough”	


